30	ON  PSYCHICAL  ENERGY
concept for energy is inadmissible, for that would mean a
specification of energy, which is in fact a force. This would
be in biology vitalism, in psychology sexualism (Freud) , or
some other ' ism ', in so far as it could be shown that the
investigators reduced the energy of the whole psyche to one
definite force or instinct. Instincts are, however, as has been
• said, specific forms of energy ; energy includes these as a
higher concept of relation, and it cannot express anything
else than the relation between psychological values,
cL Enerjpsni
What has been said above has to do with a pure theory of
energy. The concept of energy, like its correlate, the concept
of time, is on one side an a priori, directly given view-point,1
but on the other side, an applied, or empirical concept
abstracted from, experience, like all explanatory concepts,2
The applied theory of energy always deals with the behaviour
of forces, that is, with substances in motion ; for energy is
accessible to experience in no other way than through the
observation of moving bodies. Therefore in practice we
speak of electrical energy and the like, as if energy were a
1 Therefore the idea of it is as old as humanity. We meet it in
the fundamental ideas of primitives. Compare Lehmann, Mana
(Leipzig, 1922), and my discussion ia The Uncon$ci&u$ in thu Normal
and the Pathological Mind in Two Essays on Analytical Psychology
(Bailliere, 1928), Hubert and Mauss (Mllangud*hi$toiw des Religions ,
Preface, p. xxix} also call mana a category of the reason, I quote
their remarks verbatim : *' Constamment pr£sentes dans le langage,
sans qu'elles y soient de toute n&essite* explicitea— - les categories—
existent d'ordinaire plutdt sous la forme d'habitudes directrices de
la conscience, elles-mtaes inconscientes, La notion de mana est un
de ces principes : elle est donn^e dans le langage ; eile mi impli<ju6e
dans toute tme s&ie de jugements et de rai30nnementa, portaat sur
des attributs qui sont ceux de mana, nous avons dit que le mana est
tine caUgorie. Mais le mana n'est pas seulement uue cat^gorie sp^ciale
& la pense^e primitive, et aujourd'hui, en voie de reduction c*est encore
la forme premiere qu'ont revfitue d'autres categories qui fonctionneGt
toujours dans nos esprits : celles de substance et de cause/* etc,
1 For further discussion I must rafer to Psychological
pp. 382 fi. and p. 547.

